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A STUDY OF THE OPERATION OF "RATE OF RISE"
HEAT-sENSITIVE FIRE DETECTORS

R.W. Pickard

1. Introductian

Heat sensitive deteotors fall genera.1.JJ into two olasses. There are
the :f:l.xed.-temperature detectors, which operate when .the temperature of'
the sensitive 'element reaches a chosen value, and also the "rate-of-rise"
deteotors, which operate if the rate of inorease in temperature of the .
surroun<ling air exceede a chosen minimum value, for rates ,of rise ,below
the minimum, such detE!~tora are genera.1.JJ designed to operate when the
temperature of the sensitive element reaches a given maJd.mum. .. , .

The purpose of this note is to examine how the operating time. of a
"rate-of-rise" detector, the sensitive element of which OClI1Bists of a pair
of bimetallic strips, varies with the rate of rise of air temperature to
which it is subjected.

2. Prinoiple of operatian
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FIG.~. Arrangement of "rate-of-rise" deteotor

The operatian of the detector is cantrolled by the de:flectian of two
bimetallio strips A and B (Fig.l.) A' and B' are oantacts assooiated with
the strips A and B and initially spaced at a distance S . C is a stop
which lim!ts the de:fleotian of both strips and is initi8.J.ly spaced at
from the contact A'. It is assumed that both strips are subjected to the
same canditiClllB of air temperature and velooity. The al~ will opera:te
when AI and B I make cantaot. , ,

Strip A is much thimler than strip B, and with a high rate of rise of
air temperature, its de:flectian will be greater than that of B, so that the
cantacts will olose after a' short pez1.oo of heating. With low rates of
rise of air temperature, the differenoe in the' temperatures of the two
strips will be small and the spaoing between the cantaots will decrease anl:.Y;
very slowly. Operatian will occur under these canditiClllB anly when the
movement of the oantact B' has been limited by the. stop C. The cantacts wi.'ll



then close when the temperature rise of the strip A has resulted in a
deflectian A . . ..... . .'. .

3. TheoreticaJ. analysis

If the thiclmess of the strips A and B is smaJ.l compared with their
length, and if' they are made of the same materiaJ.s, it ma;y be assumed that
the deflectian of each for a given temperature rise is the same and
pI'QpOrtianaJ. to the temperature rise. Operatian will occur for rates of
rise of air temperature above the minimum if :.

, R(SA - eil) :. S
. . ••••••••••••••••• (1)

where SA and 9& are the temperature rise of strips A and B respeot
ively and It is the deflection of each strip per unit temperature
Tise. . .

It has been shovm.(l) that the temperature rise e' , of an element
at any time. to, subject to a canstant velOcity air flow with a linearly
rising temperature· of . c><. OC eeccnd is given by

'.

.a ... 0( [t '::;.: ', ..£..·(1 - e-.: •.~"')i' .(~ •••••••••••• ~.... 2).,- .tI~,. , .

•
where Fi is the CClllvective heat transfer coefficient to the element

C is the thermaJ. capacity of the element
.and.A is its area.

'. "O!HA ~s ~~refore a measure of the speed of response of the element.
Writing its val,!-ii"as. 'T"i'I.!l%ld T8 for the strips A and B respeotively, we
have 'J"

•• ~ •••••••••••••• (5)

the temperature rifle of either strip' to'prodllce
a defle~tian ,1)"';

Expressians for the operating time of the detector ma;y be derived from
Equatian (5) for a limited range .of canditi~. .

(a) Very rapid rates of rise of temperature

Experiments' have shovm.(2) that for rates of rise of air temperature abov~
abou'~ 3QOOC per minute the value "o~ t: IrA-will be less than 0.65 for most
detectors and Equatian (5) can be aP1>roXlJuated to give the operating time,
within an accuraoy of 10 per cent, as
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This gives the temperature ~se of the more sensitive strip on operat:lng !is

T8"
Te- TA.. . .'

••••••• ~ •••••• (8)

(b) Medium rates· of rise of temp'erature

With ,,;-a,tes of riSe of air temperature up t9 ~bout 300 per m:lnute
value of~/;A'will exceed. 2.5 for most deteotors~2), and Equation (5),
gives the operat:lng time to with:ln an acoura.cy of 10 per cent as

jA-' _ r; .()~ ,;, , o(TB " '
U - ,8; ~:Je. ,'. 'J.' )" ~,'
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.: ••.•••••• , •• (9)

This gives ,the temperature rise of the more sensitive strip on operat:lng f'S
\ J _

" j.:J, .•, ~, c~J'T'.", l~ ; oI.Ta. - T:A}';
C)'A, . ['6 .se: o£(re-T,J,..e' ,.. .... ,

(c) Rates of rise of temperature below the minimUm

In this range the detector behaves 'as a "f':U:ed-temperature" mg
operat:lng"ona temperature rise of, the more sel}s~tive strip of ,5'0' c ~ere

B o '" A, • The opera,t:lng time is given by~2) ,
~', t:. e c + "TA '

"0' •••••••• ~ ••••• (10)

4. Desipp. and perfomanoe of a detector

To prediot the operating time of a de'teotor from the expressions del'ived
il\...the previous section; it is neoessary to consider typical values of

e:.."'II., and T8 ,which depend on the perfonnanoe requirements of th~
detector.

For example, it ma;v be required that a deteotor shall operate on a
temperature rise of the more sensitive strip of 5000, at all rates of rise, of
temperature less than 0.100 per aeoond, Then, if the value of 'If"A, is
20 seoonds, the operating time of the detector at this rate of rise of
teiJxperature will be 520 sec<;!Q.ds (Equation 10). If the initial gap between
the oontaots is such that f:' = WOC, then the two cohtacts will close ,
simultaneously on the stop if the temperature rise of the ,less sensitive strip
is 400C 1n this time. Equation (4) gives the value of T8;, which satisfies
this condition as la- = 120 seconda, '

"

Fig.2 shows how the operating tiine of this deteotor varies over a range
of rates of rise of temperature between 0.1 and 0.700 per seoond, which
oould occur dur:lng the development of a fire(l). For comparison, the
operat:lng time is also shown for a "f'ixed-temperature" deteotor, the element
of which has the same response time as that of the more sensitive element
in, the "rate-of-rise" 'detector, and opel'8.tes on a temperature rise of 5OOC.

Fig.'. shows the variation in; operating temperature rise .of the
detector, with rate of rise of temperature. For values up to 0.100 per
second, it remains constant at.5OCO. Above this, the operat1ng temperatu,re
ris!, decreases and reaches a constant value of 1200 at very rapid rates of
rise of air temperature (Equation 7).
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5. Conclusions

Expressions have been derived for the operating time of' a "rate-of-rise"
detector whose sensitive elements consist of two bimetallic strips. The
operating temperature rise of' the more sensitive strip has also been derived.
The resul.ts have shown that:

(1) Above the minimum rate of riae of temperature, the operating
temperature rise of' the detector decreases as the rate of rise
of' air temperature is increased.

(2) At very rapid rates of rise -of air temperature, the operating
temperature rise reduces to a constant value which--is depeo.dent,,-,
on the relative response times of the two strips and the
initial gap between the contacts.

(3) The operating time of' a comp!lra'ble f'ixeit-temperature deteotor is
larger at rates of rise of air temperature above the minimum.

Although the resul.ts obtained in this note have been derived for that
type of rate-of-rise deteotor consisting of a pair of bimetallio strips, _
they can be applied to ~ type which depends f'or operation on s~e physical
property which varies linearly with temperature, such as resistanoeor length.
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